
Editorial
This issue of the journal was co-edited by Sarah Colley and
lain Stuart, with Tracy Ireland as Reviews Editor. Thanks also
to Aedeen Cremin, Penny Crook, Bob Kirk and several
anonymous referees.

This will be the last volume produced by a different guest
editor each year. Following a proposal from the ASHA
Committee, endorsed at the Bendigo conference AGM, lain
Stuart is now General Editor, with Tracy Ireland (Reviews
Editor), Penny Crook (Assistant Editor) and an Editorial
Board comprising: Clayton Frederickson, David Carment,
Eleanor Casella, Neville Ritchie, Graham Connah, Sarah
Colley, Susan Lawrence and Tim Murray.

This volume has no special theme; we publish several
excellent papers that came through the review process in time.
We could have taken more, and are optimistic that the new
editorial system will increase the flow of good papers to the
journal (and see below).

A picture supplied by Chris lacomb, of the Pukaki Inn,
Canterbury region, New Zealand graces the cover. lacomb
explains bow such accommodation houses were central to the
development of pastoral agriculture in Canterbury from the
mid nineteenth century. Bullock wagons transported wool
from inland to the coast by road and ferry. Accommodation
houses provided overnight stops and boats for river crossings.
Most became the loci of other local activities and eventually
developed into Canterbury's towns and villages. Jacomb
notes that little archaeological evidence of these important
places remains. The Pukaki Inn is an exception, despite river
and bulldozer damage to its surviving fabric.

David Bulbeck's broad-ranging study of the archaeology
and proto-history of the Luwu region, South Sulawesi,
Indonesia, combines rich archaeological evidence with
documentary material to generate new conclusions about pre
Islamic economy and settlement patterns before AD 1605.
Bulbeck emphasises the central role of iron production and
trade, which Luwu's Bugis elite controlled by both force and
ideology. Luwu may be unfamiliar to many ASHA Journal
readers, but it is clearly part of Australasia, and Bulbeck
presents historical archaeology of a slightly different kind (see
lain Stuart's comments below).

Animal bones from Australasian historic sites are
frequently studied, but the results are rarely published. Sarah
Howell-Meurs' analysis of animal bones from nineteenth and
early twentieth century contexts at the Viewbank homestead,
Heidelberg, Victoria, makes comparative data available to
other researchers, and draws conclusions about diet and
economy. Howell-Meurs also identifies bones of the now
locally extinct eastern quo II and Australian bustard,
demonstrating that such work can also contribute to research
into environmental history.

Penny Crook notes that historical archaeologists have
usually ignored shopping. Yet the activity of shopping and
where it takes place are important to the meanings attached to
purchased objects, and relevant to class ideology and
behaviour, consumerism and the origins and functions of
items excavated by archaeologists. Based on research for a
Sydney University BA Hons thesis, Crook's paper reviews
literature and presents a case study of material from the
Cumberland and Gloucester Streets site in Sydney's Rocks
area, dated between AD 1833 and 1915. She evaluates several
approaches to recognising shopping behaviour in her data and
concludes, among other things, that many items were probably

purchased second hand.

The Fighting Ground Creek quartz roasting pits complex,
located near Hill End, central west NSW, is important as a
highly intact example of an early and ultimately unsuccessful
attempt to import British and other overseas ideas, capital and
machinery into the region's gold fields in 1855. Denis Gojak
and Caitlin Allen describe the history and archaeology of the
complex, which was abandoned only 18 months after it was
established. Previous study of the site, in the early 1970s, was
also important for the development of Australian historical
archaeology. Gojak and Allen place this significant site in
broader historical perspective.

SARAH COLLEY
Sydney, Australia

Comment from lain Stuart (General Editor)

At this moment of transition from being a joint guest editor to
being a general editor, I feel something should be said about
the aims and style of Australasian Historical Archaeology.

Firstly, the geographic scope of the journal: Australasia. It
is not comforting to read in the late Stephen Murray-Smith's
Right Words: A guide to English Usage In Australia that the
word' Australasia' is insulting to New Zealanders and 'should
therefore be avoided'. But as I recall when the Society wanted
to find a word that covered historical archaeology being
undertaken in areas that ranged from Antarctica to Thailand as
well as Australia and New Zealand no other word seemed to
fit. The Journal therefore seeks articles from a very broad area
of Asia, Oceania, Australia, New Zealand and Antarctica.

Deciding what is historical archaeology is more complex.
I have always argued for a very loose interpretation of the
term, not wanting to exclude contributions from areas such as
geography and history so long as the mixture of documentary
and the material, which characterises historical archaeology, is
present. I also would welcome methodological and theoretical
contributions on historical archaeology from scholars across
the world.

As Editor, I want to encourage new authors to submit
manuscripts because so much historical archaeological
research is undertaken that never leaves the dusty shelves of
theses or the rows and rows of the 'grey' literature. To assist
in this process we will publish short reports of I 000 - 2 000
words. These might be brief site reports, discussions on
methodological points and items that are of interest but
perhaps do not wan'ant a full 3 000 - 6 000 word article.

Finally, to encourage authors we are publishing a style
guide for Australasian Historical Archaeology which Dr Susan
Lawrence has worked on. Importantly this marks the end of
the dreaded Australasian Historical Archaeology reference
system. From now on we will use the Harvard system which
is much simpler to reference and read.

lAIN STUART

Sydney, Australia
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